We report on an experimental investigation on the dynamic decoherence process of molecular rotational wavepackets during femtosecond laser filamentation based on time-dependent mean wavelength shifts of a weak probe pulse. Details of periodic revival structures of transient alignment can be readily obtained from the measured shifted spectra due to the periodic modulation of the molecular refractive index. Using the method, we measured decoherence lifetimes of molecular rotational wavepackets in N 2 and O 2 under different experimental conditions. Our results indicate that decoherence lifetimes of molecular rotational wavepackets are primarily determined by the relative population of rotational states in the wave packet and intermolecular collisions, rather than the focusing intensity.
Molecular alignment or orientation by short intense laser pulses has been a hot research area and applied to a variety of studies, including molecular orbitals imaging, controlling high-order harmonic generation, nonlinear ultrafast spectroscopy, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . During the interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with molecules, a molecular wavepacket consisting of a series of phase-locked rotational states can be produced through nonresonant Raman-type excitation [6] [7] [8] . Subsequently, during the field-free evolution, postpulse molecular alignment occurs, which leads to transient alignment of molecular wavepackets along or against the polarization direction of the pump laser field. The degree of molecular alignment is usually characterized by hhcos 2 θðtÞii, where θ is the angle between the molecular axis and laser polarization direction. Notably, the degree of molecular alignment cannot remain constant but will decay with time, since molecular rotational wave packets will dephase in the presence of intermolecular collisions [9] [10] [11] . So far, several optical methods have been proposed to measure the molecular alignment hhcos 2 θðtÞii in the first few rotational periods (i.e., no collisions), such as the homodyne weak field polarization technique (WFPT) [12] , crossdefocusing measurement [13] , spatial (de)focusing effects [14] , heterodyne WFPT [15, 16] , and a heterodyne optical method based on degenerated four wave mixing [17] . However, for long time field-free evolution (i.e., in the presence of collisions), only homodyne WFPT has been experimentally employed to detect the dynamic decoherence process of a molecular rotational wave packet via recording a homodyne signal, which is proportional to ½hhcos 2 θðtÞii − 1∕3 2 [10, 11] . Obviously, the quadratic relation between recorded homodyne signals and molecular alignment hhcos 2 θðtÞii obscures the positive alignment [hhcos 2 θðtÞii > 1∕3] and negative alignment [hhcos 2 θðtÞii < 1∕3]. In this work, we firstly present a simple method based on the wavelength shift (WS) of a weak probe pulse to characterize dynamic decoherence of molecular rotational wave packets. Different from measurement methods mentioned above, we detected rotational decoherence processes based on the fact that the measured WS is proportional to dhhcos 2 θðtÞii∕dt, which will greatly simplify the experimental setup. Moreover, with the method, we systematically investigated the rotational decoherence of nitrogen and oxygen molecules under different experimental conditions. Specifically, we comparatively measured decoherence time of molecular rotational wavepackets under the conditions that the incident laser power is above and below the critical power for self-focusing. In addition, we also checked the dependence of molecular rotational decoherence lifetimes on gas pressures. Our results shed new light on the physical mechanisms behind decoherence dynamics of a molecular rotational wavepacket in the presence of collisions.
The propagation of intense femtosecond laser pulses in gaseous media will lead to the generation of a filament due to a dynamic balance between Kerr self-focusing and plasma defocusing [18, 19] . Therefore, in general, the refractive index of molecular gases in a filament is mainly modulated by three elements, including the Kerr effect, molecular alignment, and plasma defocusing [20] [21] [22] . [23] . The last term originates from plasma's isotropic contribution, N e ðr; tÞ is the plasma density, e is the elementary charge, and m e is the electron mass. The first term Δn kerr ðr; tÞ is ignored because the intensity of the probe pulse in our experiments is very weak, and the crossphase modulation only takes place near zero delay time, which is too short compared with the rotational decoherence time [24] . Therefore, the accumulated extra nonlinear phase and the WS of probe pulses in a filament are given by
where L is the filament length, Δλ ma ðtÞ is the WS induced by molecular alignment, and ω 0 and λ 0 are the central frequency and wavelength of the probe pulse. The wavelength blueshift Δλ plasma ðtÞ caused by plasma is proportional to the time derivative of the plasma density. The WS Δλ plasma ðtÞ is negligible in the time window 0-200 ps according to the equation N e ðtÞ ¼ N 0 ∕ð1 þ btÞ, as has been reported in Ref. [25] . Finally, the amount of WS can be reasonably written as
where k ¼ 3πLλ 0 N Δα∕cn 0 . It is worth mentioning that because of the deep spectral modulation near the revival periods, the spectra of probe pulses are not always smooth and Gaussian, which makes it difficult to directly measure the central WS. Herein, we define the mean WS (MWS) instead of the central WS as follows:
τ is the time delay between the pump and probe pulses. Hence, the degree of molecular alignment can be obtained via integrating both sides of Eq. (4).
The pump-probe experimental setup is similar to that used in our previous works [26] [27] [28] . Briefly, the experiments were performed with a commercial Ti:sapphire laser system (Legend Elite Duo, Coherent, Inc.) which delivers a ∼6 mJ pulse with a central wavelength of 800 nm and pulse duration of 50 fs at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The output femtosecond laser pulses were split into two paths with a beam splitter. The first beam with a pulse energy of 2.5 mJ served as the pump. The other beam, after being frequency doubled by a 0.5-mm-thick barium borate crystal, was used as the probe. To avoid generating lasing actions with the probe pulses, the probe spectrum used in this investigation did not overlap the transition lines at 391.4 and 427.8 nm wavelengths [28, 29] . A GlanTaylor prism was inserted in the probe beam to ensure that the probe pulse was linearly polarized along the pump laser field. A motorized linear transition stage was used to precisely control the time delay between the pump and probe pulses. The zero time delay was determined by observing the beginning of plasma defocusing of the probe pulses induced by the pump pulses. The pump and probe pulses were then combined by a dichroic mirror and then focused into a gas chamber filled with nitrogen or oxygen by a 30 cm focal-length lens. After being collimated by a 20 cm focallength lens and then passing through two dichroic mirrors (with high reflectivity at 800 nm and high transmission at 400 nm) and a neutral density filter (NDF), the spectra of probe pulses were recorded by a 1200 grooves/mm grating spectrometer (Andor Shamrock 303i).
We first examine the WSs of a 400 nm probe beam after passing through the prealigned nitrogen molecules at an atmospheric pressure rotationally excited by a 2.5 mJ, 800 nm pump pulse. Figure 1(a) shows the temporal evolution of MWSs of the probe pulse with time delay between the pump and probe pulses. It can be seen that the amount of MWS is nearly symmetric, and the time interval of two neighboring peaks is ∼8.4 ps, which is in accord with the rotational period of N 2 [30] . Interestingly, the measured peak values of MWS (red dashed curve) at half or full revival time of the molecular rotational wavepacket (such as 9, 17.4, 25.73 ps…) shows an exponential decay during 0-150 ps. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , at the time delay of 80.47 and 80.27 ps [marked by A and B in Fig. 1(a) ], the spectra of the probe pulse were red shifted (red dotted curve) and blue shifted (blue solid curve) compared with the original probe spectrum (black dashed curve), respectively. The fine structures of MWS at the revival time as an inset was also shown in Fig. 1(b) . Figure 2 (a) shows the normalized molecular alignment hhcos 2 θðtÞii in the presence of intermolecular collisions deduced from the measured MWS in Fig. 1(a) . It can be clearly seen that the degree of molecular alignment hhcos 2 θðtÞii (black dashed curve) at half or full revival time (such as 9, 17.4, 25.73 ps…) also shows an exponential decay during 0-150 ps, which manifests the decoherence process of the molecular rotational wavepacket. The normalized comparison of delay-dependent MWS and molecular alignment hhcos 2 θðtÞii in the time window of 0-12 ps was depicted in Fig. 2(b) . The peaks of MWSs are slightly earlier than the corresponding peaks of molecular alignment. According to Eq. (4), the MWS is proportional to the time derivatives of alignment factor hhcos 2 θðtÞii, which leads to the deviation in the peaks of MWS and molecular alignment.
According to the above experimental results, the decoherence dynamics of a molecular rotational wave packet can be faithfully encoded in shifted spectra of a weak probe laser. Therefore, using the method, we carried out the following experiments to investigate decoherence dynamics of nitrogen and oxygen molecular rotational wavepackets under different experimental conditions.
To further demonstrate the validity of our methods, we quantitatively investigated the dependence of decoherence lifetimes of molecular rotational wave packets on various gas pressures, and then we compared our results with those obtained by previous methods. The pump laser energy is set to be 2.5 mJ, and the other experimental parameters stay unchanged.
We first measured the temporal evolutions of MWSs in nitrogen at the gas pressures of 300, 700, and 1000 mbar, by which we obtained the time-dependent degrees of molecular alignment based on the measured delaydependent MWS at the three gas pressures. To retrieve the decoherence dynamics of molecular rotational wavepackets, we plot the degree of molecular alignment as a function of multiple revival periods (i.e., 4.8, 13.2, 21.53 ps…). The results are shown in Fig. 3(a) . It can be seen that for all of the gas pressures of nitrogen, the degrees of molecular alignment show an exponential decay with different lifetimes. We roughly evaluate the decoherence time (the degree of molecular alignment drops to 1/2) using the exponential fitting function y ¼ ae −bðt−cÞ þ d, which is ∼110, ∼85, and ∼63 ps for the gas pressures of 300, 700, and 1000 mbar, respectively.
In addition, we carried out the same measurement on decoherence time in oxygen at various gas pressures. It can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that the degrees of molecular alignment in oxygen also show exponential decays with decoherence time of ∼93, ∼80, and ∼65 ps for the gas pressures of 300, 700, and 1000 mbar, respectively.
The decoherence time measured by MWS method is quantitatively consistent with that obtained by homodyne WFPT [10, 11] . The exponential decay behaviors in Fig. 3 indicate the gradual collapse of the rotational coherent ensemble because of intermolecular collisions, and, the higher the gas pressure, the faster the exponential decay. The experimental observations can be qualitatively understood by the fact that the intermolecular collisional frequency has a quadratic dependence on gas pressure [31] . The rotational-states distribution of a wavepacket excited by femtosecond laser pulses depends on the focusing intensity distribution [32] . We perform the following experiments to study the dependence of decoherence lifetime of a molecular rotational wavepacket on the incident pump laser power.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the measured decoherence lifetimes of molecular rotational wavepackets excited with femtosecond laser pulses in nitrogen and oxygen, respectively. The gas pressure was fixed at 1000 mbar. The interaction positions of the pump and probe pulses have been optimized for different incident pump intensities. Unexpectedly, it can be seen that the degree of molecular alignment at multiple revival periods shows almost the 
where PðJ i Þ is the absolute rotational population after the pump laser excitation. For N 2 , the population of even rotational states is twice that of odd rotational states, which can be deduced from the nuclear spin statistics [30] . However, for O 2 , only odd rotational states can be populated. Clearly, the relative population distribution of rotational states in molecular wavepackets is nearly the same at the three pump laser energies of 0.24, 1.3, and 2.5 mJ.
It should be stressed that the absolute population at high J (such as J ¼ 7, 9, 11, 13…) states in the molecular wavepackets will be larger with the increasing pump laser energy and lead to a higher degree of molecular alignment [33] . However, the relative rotational-states population remains the same with increasing pump laser energy, giving rise to almost the same decoherence lifetimes. Thus, our results indicate that decoherence lifetimes are mainly limited by the recollision and relative population of rotational states under our conditions but not the absolute population distribution in the rotational quantum states. It also indicates that extending the molecular rotational decoherence lifetime by only increasing the pump laser energies is difficult, whilst a reduction on the recollision frequency or other techniques like optical centrifuge can efficiently maintain the quantum coherence in the femtosecond laser excited rotational wavepackets.
In conclusion, we propose a simple method to detect decoherence dynamics of molecular rotational wavepackets during femtosecond laser filamentation. The detailed revival structures of transient molecular alignment in the presence of intermolecular collisions were obtained via measuring the time-dependent MWS. Our results suggest that the decoherence lifetime of a molecular rotational wave packet is primarily determined by two factors, i.e., the relative rotational population in the wave packet and the surrounding environment. Our findings shed new light on the decoherence dynamics of molecular rotational wave packets excited with femtosecond lasers and will benefit manipulation of the coherent rotation wavepackets. 
